Abstract-Time lapse microscopy has emerged as an important modality for studying human embryo development, as mitosis events can provide insight into embryo health and fate. Mitosis detection can happen through tracking of embryonic cells (tracking based), or from low level image features and classifiers (tracking free). Tracking based approaches are challenged by high dimensional search space, weak features, outliers, missing data, multiple deformable targets, and weak motion model. Tracking free approaches are data driven and complement tracking based approaches. We pose mitosis detection as augmented simultaneous segmentation and classification in a conditional random field (CRF) framework that combines both approaches. It uses a rich set of discriminative features and their spatiotemporal context. It performs a dual pass approximate inference that addresses the high dimensionality of tracking and combines results from both components. For 312 clinical sequences we measured division events to within 30 min and observed an improvement of 25.6% and a 32.9% improvement over purely tracking based and tracking free approach respectively, and close to an order of magnitude over a traditional particle filter. While our work was motivated by human embryo development, it can be extended to other detection problems in image sequences of evolving cell populations.
I. INTRODUCTION
H UMAN embryo development remains poorly understood due to limited availability of human embryos, as well as the ethical and logistical challenges of studying them by conventional, invasive methods. Time-lapse microscopy (TLM) has recently emerged as a powerful noninvasive method to assess human embryo development. Quantitative image analysis on such images has also enhanced this modality's capabilities [2] , [12] , [16] . TLM can provide insights into how human embryos reach critical developmental milestones [38] and respond to chromosomal abnormalities [6] . Many recent studies have shown that cell division timings during early development (up to four or five cells) can help predict downstream embryo fate [7] , [9] , [17] , [27] . Early development-from fertilization to the four cell stage-typically lasts up to 48 h. Some examples of TLM images from a dark field microscope are shown in Fig. 1 .
In recent years, a number of commercial TLM systems have been deployed and used to observe and manually measure division timing events. The Eeva Test is the only commercially available platform that is capable of performing embryo tracking with automated software. The first generation of Eeva has been clinically validated for outcome prediction in a prospective, multi-center clinical in vitro fertilization (IVF) study [8] . The framework used to provide the timing measurements that led to these results was first reported in [29] , and is expanded upon in this paper.
The measurement of mitosis events is challenged by the manual localization of cells and detection of their divisions, which requires expert time and is prone to error. Embryologists in IVF clinics may be required to examine sequences of hundreds of embryos in a period of several days, from which they would select a potentially small number of cases that have certain desirable division timing parameters. This task significantly increases their already heavy workload. Expert measurement can also be prone to high inter-observer and intra-observer variability [31] . Automated mitosis detection algorithms have the potential to overcome this bottleneck and introduce a higher level of objectivity. In order to be successful, they would need to identify at least several embryos with the desired timing parameters. If they track the cell boundaries, they also have the benefit of providing potentially useful geometric and morphological information. We refer to methods that try to detect mitosis through tracking of cell boundaries as tracking based, and those that try the detection directly from the image pixels and low level features as tracking free.
Visual tracking has been studied extensively in computer vision [34] . The difficulty of any visual tracking task is determined by a number of key characteristics of the data, including the number and density of target objects and their mutual interaction, the strength of visual features, the clarity and distinctness of object boundaries, object motion, object shape and rigidity, object topology, and image quality. Many contemporary tracking methods used in microscopy address problems with a subset of these challenges. For example, active contours [4] , level sets [5] , [21] , [30] , [33] , and registration based [32] methods address the tracking of a single object with a complex deforming shape but with relatively clear and continuous boundaries. However, they do not address the data association problem inherent with changing topologies or multiple interacting targets. Meanwhile, many point tracking methods exist that address data association for multiple interacting point targets with occlusions and false positives with the help of spatial and temporal context [19] , [22] , [28] , but they do not deal with deforming shapes or changing topology. Human embryo tracking faces a diverse set of challenges, and to the best of our knowledge, has not yet been solved in a fully automated fashion. The targets are multiple interacting cells with changing shape and topology and stochastic motion. They divide by cleaving in a relatively confined volume. Boundary features have no color or texture, can be weak, incomplete, occluded, or be outliers. We can address these challenges by considering appearance features with three types of context: 1) geometric coherence between boundary pixels within a cell, 2) context of the shapes of different cells within an embryo, and 3) temporal context between image frames. Common approaches to such temporal tracking are rooted in probabilistic dynamic state space methods such as the Kalman filter [20] , [37] , hidden Markov models, or more generally dynamic Bayesian networks [3] , [23] . These methods model the joint distribution over a target's trajectory as the product of a set of conditional probability distributions, known as motion models and observation models. In the case of human embryo tracking, the solution space is high dimensional and an exact solution is intractable. Thus, approximate inference is needed, which is often performed by sequential Monte Carlo methods [11] . Even then, the tracking results may not be conclusive in a significant portion of cases when using 2-D imaging. Recent work proposed and demonstrated a traditional particle filter for tracking human embryos on a select set of 14 examples [38] . However, the traditional particle filter is challenged by the high dimensional search space of tracking multiple deforming shapes. This and other significant challenges to the human embryo tracking problem served as the motivation for the work in this paper.
Prior efforts in embryonic and stem cell tracking have often focused on estimating trajectories and lineage, where large numbers of cells are localized and tracked over time [25] . Many have successfully integrated segmentation with classification and target association to accomplish tracking and lineage reconstructions [1] , [35] . Often fluorescent markers are deployed to help localize cells [39] , but this is not an option for human embryos, which must not be tagged with contrast agents. Spatial temporal segmentation based tracking approaches with level sets have also been proposed [40] . Recently, probabilistic graphical models have been used in a tracking free approach for mitosis phase labeling in human adenocarcinoma cells [13] as well as automatic mitosis detection in mesenchymal stem cells, which are relatively 2-D in culture [26] and [18] . These studies suggest that tracking free approaches may be preferable to potentially intractable tracking based approaches if our primary interest is to detect mitosis events and not cell morphology.
While these two approaches are inherently different, they need not be mutually exclusive as they may provide complementary information. Here we propose a unified framework called augmented simultaneous segmentation and classification (ASSC) whose contributions to the human embryo mitosis detection are twofold. First, the framework combines tracking based and tracking free approaches through a conditional random field (CRF) [24] model. Second, the framework performs data driven approximate inference over this model to efficiently deal with the problem's high dimensionality and make the solution tractable. The CRF integrates relevant unknowns (such as shapes and number of cells) and a rich set of image sequence features, and encodes their mutual interactions across time and space via a set of compatibility functions, which are not restricted to be conditional probabilities. The observations (image features) are treated as fixed quantities instead of variables, and need not be modeled by a generative joint probability distribution. The data driven approximate inference is performed in two passes. The first pass is a tracking based simultaneous segmentation and classification (SSC), which aims to identify and track individual cells. Here, multiple hypotheses guided by the image data are maintained and represent high probability samples from the larger solution space. Separately, in the first pass, a tracking free portion classifies the number of cells and division events from a rich set of hand crafted and learned features. The second and final pass of inference augments the tracking based SSC inference with tracking free results to obtain a refined distribution on cell population size and ultimately the division events. While this framework was motivated by mitosis detection for human embryos under light microscopy, it can be applied to other problems which require early stage (4-8 cells) event detection of time lapse images of dividing cells with complex scenes, such as nonhuman embryos, stem cell populations, or cancer cell populations.
Our algorithm was trained on a development dataset containing 348 embryos and tested on a separate test dataset containing 417 embryos from multiple IVF clinics. Division events were labeled by an expert panel and we evaluated performance on sequences with low inter panelist variation. We observed that the number of sequences successfully measured to within 30 min of the expert panelists showed an improvement of 25.6% over a purely tracking based approach and a 32.9% improvement over a purely tracking free approach. Moreover, our results show close to an order of magnitude improvement over a traditional particle filter approach.
II. AUGMENTED SIMULTANEOUS SEGMENTATION AND CLASSIFICATION
Augmented simultaneous segmentation and classification (ASSC) seeks to determine the times of cell division events. It starts by extracting a rich set of features for use by the tracking based and tracking free components. It then performs approximate inference on a CRF model which incorporates these features, along with relevant latent variables.
A. Feature Extraction
The first step in the image sequence analysis is to extract image features. The tracking based portion uses contour features called boundary segments, which are designed for inferring cell boundaries and embryo geometry. The tracking free portion uses a rich set of 62 hand crafted lower level discriminative features which are designed for learning classifiers that detect the number of cells directly. We next briefly describe the features used for each portion.
1) Tracking Based Features:
Tracking based features are specifically intended for determining cell boundaries and embryo geometry. The basic image features used by the tracking based portion are contour features called boundary segments, depicted in Fig. 1(b) . Ultimately each segment will be assigned a label indicating which cell it belongs to, where multiple segments can belong to the same cell. Therefore it is desirable to have as few segments as possible to limit the label assignment space. For example, in a frame containing two cells and segments, the segments can be labelled in ways. Ideally, a segment feature extraction would yield one segment per cell. In practice, however, a standard contour feature extraction would yield a larger number of smaller segments. We designed the segment extraction to be a standard contour feature detection followed by a merging inference step to reduce the number of segments, as depicted in Fig. 2 .
We first create a boundary feature image using a Hessian operator [15] . This operator provides both magnitude and principal orientation for each pixel. We then extract contour features in a standard fashion by conducting a directed local search for coherent boundary pixels with hysteresis thresholding. A subsequent merging step combines the segments into a smaller set of larger segments, described next.
Consider at each frame a set of initial segments where each segment is a collection of 2-D points with . In words, is a set of initial segments, each segment composed of a set of points.
The segment merging step is posed as a clustering problem, where we would like to group together segments belonging to the same cell boundary. We define a pairwise compatibility function over any pair of segments based on the following geometric properties: continuity, distance, adherence to a coherent underlying smooth curve, and mean curvature. This function has the form of a product of four smaller functions, each corresponding to one of the four geometric properties. That is, we have and where we normalize the output of each to be between 0 and 1. The higher the value of the more likely segments and belong to the same cell boundary. Roughly speaking, our aim is to group segments so that all pairs of segments within a cluster have high compatibility, and all pairs of segments between clusters have low compatibility.
To achieve our aim we perform agglomerative clustering as follows. We start with each segment belonging to its own cluster. We then repeatedly merge any two clusters and where the minimum pairwise compatibility between any segment and exceeds some threshold. We stop when no such merger can be found. Note that a number of alternative merge criteria are possible, e.g., only merging clusters if the mean pairwise segment compatibility is above some threshold. However, in our experiments we found the simple maximum criterion to work well.
2) Tracking Free Features:
The tracking free portion of our framework uses a two-level embryo stage classification model [36] that classifies each frame of an embryo video to one of four stages (i.e., 1-cell, 2-cell, 3-cell, and 4-or-more-cell). The features for this portion are intended for training a classifier that directly infers number of cells from groups of images. 62 standard hand-crafted embryo features are extracted from each frame of a human embryo video. The first level Adaboost classification model consists of four binary Adaboost classifiers, each trained for classifying one class from the rest of classes using the 62 features. The second level Adaboost classification model consists of another four Adaboost classifiers trained with an augmented feature set that includes additional features computed from the first level classification probabilities in a local temporal window. The first level Adaboost classification model is designed to perform classification on each frame independently, while the second level Adaboost classification model is designed to exploit local temporal context and refine the results from the first level.
The 62 embryo features include 22 gray-level co-occurrence matrices (GLCM) features, 10 local binary patterns (LBP) features, 15 Hessian features, 10 Gabor features, and five region properties. The GLCM, LBP, and Gabor features are well-known texture features for classification problems. The Hessian features are summary statistics (e.g., mean inten-sity value) computed from Hessian filtered embryo images [ Fig. 2(b) ] in which the cell edges are enhanced. The region properties consist of area, number or convex hull points, solidity, eccentricity, and perimeter computed from detected regions of interest spanned by the segments obtained in Section II-A1.
The additional features for the second level Adaboost classifiers are temporal features computed from the probabilities output by the first level Adaboost classification model. At each frame, statistics (i.e., mean, median, max, min, and standard deviation) of the classification probabilities for each class are computed from within the local temporal window. This prodices a total of 20 additional second level features that are added to the original feature set.
The one-vs-all scheme described above handles the multiclass classification of cell stage. Each binary Adaboost classifier (in each level of the two-level model) consists of decision stumps (decision tree of depth one) and is trained to separate one class from all other classes. For an Adaboost classifier trained for class , its output for a embryo image at frame is (1) where is the extracted feature vector for the image, is the weight of the base classifiers, is the output of the base classifiers, and is the posterior classification probability normalized to .
B. CRF Model
The extracted features serve as a diverse set of observations from which we can estimate the numbers and shapes of cells in the embryo over time, as depicted in Fig. 1(c) . We model a stochastic evolution of elliptical cells with the CRF in Fig. 3 . If is dividing, it is called a mother cell, and its two daughter cells share the same parent. The observations are the set of segments where is a collection of points with ; a classifier probability on the number of cells ; and image similarity measure . The image similarity measure serves as a noisy estimate of the transition probabilities for , such that smaller values favor a division event for that frame. Many design choices can be considered. In this paper, we use normalized cross correlation (NCC) between a frame and a registered average of five previous frames, which provides good performance at a reasonable computational cost.
Compatibility functions are either over variables that: 1) are within one time slice (observation model ); or 2) span neigh- is an image based classifier, is the th ellipse descriptor for time , is the th segment descriptor for time , is the ellipse assignment for the th segment at time .
boring time slices (motion model ). The CRF encodes the conditional probability distribution over all variables in a sequence of frames as a scalar value proportional to the product of all compatibility functions (2) We are interested at a minimum in the sequence which maximizes the marginal distribution . When possible, we are also interested in the cell shapes (ellipses).
1) Observation Model:
The observation model is the product of three compatibility functions
The function is a binary indicator function which encodes limits on ellipse size and aspect ratio. These were learned cumulatively through a combination of experience by experts and observing many correctly identified and measured embryos and their associated statistics. It returns a zero if any of these values are out of an acceptable range and one otherwise. The function encodes compatibility of ellipses, segments, and labels (4) where is an ellipse coverage term, is segment fitting error, and and are approximately learned using coordinate ascent starting from an empirically chosen starting point. This was necessary due to the long inference time for each iteration in any optimization used for learning, and the inherent resulting bottleneck. Here, is a constant prior term. The function encodes the tracking free portion in the form of the classifier , and adds the same prior term for robustness (5) For both and the constant prior term is added for robustness against noisy features. It is learned from training data by minimizing an objective function that estimates mean square deviation between our model prediction and expert measurements. This deviation is defined in Section III-C. The minimization is performed by a local search using coordinate ascent.
2) Transition Model: The transition model governs cell shape deformations and division (6) The function encodes the underlying cell deformation and division process if if otherwise (7) where with a diagonal matrix of deformation costs, and a nonaffine transform from a mother to daughter cell shape.
The function encodes influence of division on the image similarity measure, and constrains the number of cells to be nondecreasing if if otherwise (8)
C. Approximate Inference
We seek the most likely number of cells for each frame, from the CRF. As exact inference is intractable, we perform approximate inference in two passes-a tracking based inference, and an event inference that combines the tracking based and tracking free results.
1) Tracking Based Inference-Simultaneous Segmentation and Classification:
The tracking based inference performs simultaneous segmentation and classification, and infers geometry from segments. It estimates , the unnormalized max product marginal measure of by optimizing from time 0 to time on a mutilated subgraph that excludes and (9) where (10)
We maximize this recursion with data driven sequential Monte Carlo (DD-SMC). SMC is a sequential importance resampling algorithm in which particles are maintained as an empirical approximation of for each time step in a sequence of time and measurement updates. A data driven particle refinement stage occurs between the time and measurement updates. Each particle is comprised of a set of cell ellipse descriptors and segment cell labels. Ultimately, after all particles are refined they are then scored estimated from the distribution represented by the particles. An example plot is shown in Fig. 5(a) . We next describe the particle refinement stage.
2) Particle Refinement Stage:
The main objective of the data driven refinement stage is to improve the likelihood of particles sampled from the proposal distribution. This is done right after the SMC time update, using boundary segment features, and results in an empirical distribution that better represents the observed data. In doing so, it additionally address two other core problems in the tracking: the missing boundary data, and the data association. The segments do not necessarily cover the entire cell perimeter, and may not provide sufficient statistics for shape fitting. Their associations to cells (labels) are also unknown in advance (Fig. 2) . To address this issue, we use hard assignment expectation maximization (EM) [10] which iterates between solving two problems-estimating the missing boundary points and segment labels given a set of ellipses (E-step), and estimating an optimum set of ellipses given a completed set of data and labels (M-step). In this formulation, the observations are , and the unobserved variables are and a set of missing points . The points can be thought of as the outputs of the generative process for ellipse points in Fig. 4 . The absence or presence of a point is determined by the boolean observation variable which is true for certain angle values . Let be the collection of all segments that are associated with cell . Let be a complementary collection of points for cell that lie in an angular range not covered by . Then form the sufficient statistics for estimating , the ellipse parameters for cell . Also, let be the parametric function form of ellipse . We now define the steps of our hard assignment EM refinement in standard fashion: E-step: Estimate expected values of the unobserved variables (12) where is the average distance of the points in to ellipse . M-step: Combine with to get sufficient statistics and maximize the likelihood function (13) where the likelihood function decomposes into multiple smaller functions, one for each ellipse. This maximization therefore consists of fitting an ellipse to the points , where . We use the method in [14] , which is a direct least squares formulation, and is efficient and robust.
3) Event Inference: The second and final pass of the approximate inference is the event inference. It combines the tracking based and tracking free results to obtain the approximate marginal distribution on number of cells , and ultimately the most likely sequence . It is performed on a factor graph defined over the mutilated subgraph containing only . The joint distribution over this mutilated subgraph factorizes over unary and pairwise factors defined in the factor graph (14) The unary factors are the products of in (11) and in (5) . The pairwise factors are in (8) .
We perform sum product belief propagation on this subgraph. The resulting final beliefs are the marginal distributions [ Fig. 5(b) ]. The most likely transition times are taken to be the crossover points [ Fig. 5(c) ].
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Imaging System and Acquisition
The images used for our development were acquired using the first generation of Eeva, which was enabled by digitally controlled time lapse microscopes with dark field illumination shown in Fig. 6 . Eeva microscopes were designed to be used in incubators common to IVF clinics, and acquired images every 5 min. The microscope used a scientific optical objective with 4x magnification and a 5 Mpixel (2560 1920 pixels) CMOS image sensor array. The resulting resolution was per pixel. A multi-well petri dish was also designed to hold multiple human embryos and their required media in group culture. This dish is placed into a platform directly on the microscope by an embryologist at the beginning of an imaging session that can last from three to five days. Each dish image contained 20 wells, not all of which were occupied. An initial preprocessing phase performed autofocus and autoexposure, and found the dish pose (rotation and translation relative to optical center). A rough region of interest for each well was then determined using the dish pose and the known dish and well geometries. This was then refined through a well segmentation step that found the boundary of each well using iterative closest points (ICP) on a predetermined template of an empty well. This refined region of interest allowed each embryo image to be cropped to 151 151 pixels. We applied our algorithm on sequences from such sessions taken from multiple IVF clinics. Our algorithm performed tracking of an embryo, across 500 image frames, on average in 1.5 h on one core of a standard Intel Xeon server using less than 4 GB.
B. Image Dataset
We had access to 765 labeled time lapse image sequences of human embryos obtained on the Eeva System (Auxogyn, Menlo Park, CA, USA) in seven IVF clinics over a period of one year. These were a superset of the data in the clinical study of [8] . Two expert embryologist panelists measured ground truth in the form of the times of first, second, and third mitosis , , and , respectively. We trained our algorithm on 348 embryos and tested on a separate set of 417 embryos. An important consideration for detection performance is interpanelist variation. We observed that in a significant number of cases, panelists disagreed on the mitosis times. We measure the interpanelist disagreement as the rms disagreement between the two panelists assessed across all three transitions ( , , ) Fig. 7 . Cumulative distribution functions of in minutes for (a) all 417 test embryo sequences and (b) only test embryo sequences for which interpanelist was smaller than 10 min (312 embryos). Using (i) baseline fixed prior transition times averaged from training data, (ii) baseline transition times based on valley search of image similarity sequence, (iii) baseline traditional particle filter, (iv) DD-SMC tracking-based, (v) tracking-free, and (vi) all observables (ASSC). The distribution of for all 417 embryos is also shown in (a), (vii). where is the variance of the panelist measurements for the th transition times ( , for panelists 1 and 2, respectively, and ). We summarize this measure for all our datasets in Table I , and show its distribution in Fig. 7(a) .
C. Overall Mitosis Detection Performance
We ran three versions of our algorithm on the test sequences: the complete ASSC algorithm, a tracking based version, and a tracking free version. These versions were implemented by modifying the event inference step. For the tracking based version, was set to one, and was set to 0.5, indicating no prior on division events. For the tracking free version, was set to one, thus ignoring the DD-SMC tracking. In each of the cases, the prior term from (4) and (5) was relearned from the training data. We also implemented three baselines: a fixed prior, the times corresponding to local minima in the image similarity sequence, and a traditional particle filter as proposed in [38] .
The fixed prior baseline is simply the mean of all transition times in the training data, and stays the same for all the test data. The second baseline is obtained by doing a simple valley search in the image similarity (NCC) sequences. The deepest three valleys in this sequence are taken to be the transition times. The third baseline is a particle filter that generated particles but did not refine them, and used detected boundary points which were not grouped into segments. These runs were very long on the test dataset (more than a day on our cluster) as the number of particles required were over an order of magnitude higher than the DD-SMC due to the high dimensionality and not being data driven. Therefore, automated learning of parameters even with a simple local grid search was not feasible. A small number of critical parameters like in (4) and in (7) were empirically chosen by manual observation of a few cases and experimentation on the entire training set. This itself is an inherent disadvantage of traditional particle filters which do require extensive tuning and experimentation with model parameters.
We recorded the reported mitosis times in all six of these versions and evaluated performance. We calculated : the total rms error of the algorithm's measurements (16) where is the measurement error of the tracking algorithm compared to the average panelist for transition time . We are interested in the incremental uncertainty incurred when using these methods relative to the panelists. Fig. 7 shows the cumulative distribution function of the total deviation minus the average interpanelist disagreement defined in Section III-B. We show this for all six algorithms tested. We show results for both the complete test dataset (417 embryos), as well as the portion of the test dataset which had low, min, inter-panelist variation (312 embryos). On this dataset, the ratio of embryos that were tracked on all three transitions with an within 30 min of the interpanelist variation using the complete ASSC showed a relative improvement over tracking based and tracking free approaches of 25.6% and 32.9%, respectively. The relative improvement over any of the baselines was close to or greater than an order of magnitude. It can also be seen that the cdf of the fixed prior baseline is roughly a straight line, indicating a uniform distribution on the incremental uncertainty. In the case when is small, it also reflects a roughly uniform distribution on the transition times themselves in the test dataset.
D. Per Transition Mitosis Detection Performance
We next performed a more detailed analysis on the performance for each transition for the low interpanelist variation portion of the test dataset. The results are shown in Fig. 8 . The trend for the fixed prior baseline is similar for all transitions to that of the overall mitosis detection performance, and the transition times seem to have a fairly uniform distribution. By contrast the other two baselines start out with fair to good performance, and then deteriorate by the third transition. The particle filter baseline deteriorates fastest, followed by the valley search baseline. The valley search is understandably comparable to tracking free at finding the first and second transition. However, by the third transition it is very difficult to determine a 3-4 cell division based on image similarity alone, as the overall image change is more subtle and more scene details must be considered. As far as the tracking based and tracking free components of ASSC, it can be seen that sometimes one approach works better. For example, in the transition (the most difficult), tracking free outperforms tracking based, as the scene is more complex and is no longer adequately modeled with simple shape and outlier assumptions. By contrast, in the transition, shape and structure of the two cell case is modeled better by the tracking based shape model than by the features in the tracking free approach. In all cases, combining the two approaches yields substantial improvement.
It should also be noted that overall tracking success is a higher bar to reach than each transition individually. This is why in some cases the overall success rate is lower than that of the worst transition.
The fractions of datasets for which transitions were measured with an within 30 min of the interpanelist variation are summarized in Table II for each of the transitions.
E. Examples
To illustrate the behavior of our algorithms during successful and unsuccessful tracking, we show four examples of tracking results in Fig. 9 . The first three are successful as they have a low , and the fourth one is not successful. For each case, we show the DD-SMC particle scores from the tracking based portion; and the classifier posterior probabilities from the tracking free portion. Together, these constitute the inputs to event inference, whose resulting final beliefs (the output marginal probabilities) are also shown. Corresponding image sequences for these examples are depicted as montages in Fig. 10 . Videos of these sequences overlaid with labeled segments and inferred shapes are viewable in the Supplementary Materials. Each frame in these sequences is color coded based on the most likely number of cells inferred by ASSC for that frame.
IV. DISCUSSION
Our experiments confirm that a traditional model-driven approach is significantly challenged by the high dimensional search space, and that the search becomes more tractable if it is more data driven. This holds even if a purely-tracking based approach is used. The data in Fig. 7 and Table II show that DD-SMC tracking-based and tracking-free approaches have comparable performance and are each superior to the traditional particle filter baseline by close to an order of magnitude. By fusing the results of the tracking-based and tracking-free Fig. 9 . Example output graphs for four examples. The first three detected mitosis events successfully and the last one did not. In each example, the DD-SMC particle scores, classifier probabilities, and final beliefs from belief propagation event inference are shown. While all graphs reveal some clues about the reliability of mitosis detection, the final beliefs summarize the situation best (as expected). Characteristics such as steady state period probabilities and transition slopes can potentially predict reliability. approaches, ASSC achieves an improvement in performance of 25.6% over a purely tracking based approach and 32.9% over a purely tracking free approach.
The advantages of a more data-driven over a more model driven search are further highlighted at each transition. The results in Fig. 8 and Table II show that the model-driven approach diminishes rapidly as the number of cells increases in each transition. The performance drops by 83.0% from first to second transition and 59.5% from the second to third transition. The corresponding performance drops for ASSC are 20.1% and 7.4%, respectively. This suggests that while the search space becomes higher dimensional with each transition, the data-driven approach is more likely to keep the search more targeted to a reasonable subspace. Furthermore, more subtle scene details become more important at later transitions. This can be seen in the valley search baseline performance, in which the performance drops by only 33.8% from first to second transition but by 77.6% from the second to third transition which has more subtle scene details. It should also be noted that a valley search strategy cannot detect a synchronous division event in which two or more cells divide at once (e.g., ), which is a common occurrence during healthy embryo development.
The relative behavior of tracking-based and tracking-free approaches can also be observed in Fig. 8 . While the two to three cell transition is detected better by the tracking-based approach, the tracking-free approach overtakes it for the three to four-cell transition, which has more complexities in the scene. This suggests that the underlying model for our tracking-based portion can be improved for more than three cells, and at least some of the complexities not captured by this model are better captured by the classifier training. Such a trend would justify an alternative method of fusing of the two approaches in which the tracking free approach gets emphasized more at later transitions and stages. It also motivates the development of more sophisticated scene models, in which more complex shape and extracellular objects are included.
The probabilistic framework provides a collection of marginal distributions, which are more informative than the estimated transition times. This can be seen in the examples of successful and unsuccessful tracking in Fig. 9 .
The successful tracking cases are associated with marginal distributions that are well behaved. Specifically, there are clear periods of one, two, and four cells which have high probabilities for sustained periods of time, and relatively sharp transitions. The three cell periods tend to be short and not of high confidence due to their transitory nature. However, in the successful cases they still do have relatively clear transitions with other periods. The unsuccessful example deviates from this behavior. The twocell period does not have a probability close to one during its dominant period. Also, the transitions between two-and threecell periods are not sharp, reflecting uncertainty. We believe that the information in these graphs can be used to perform a self assessment of the quality of the inference, and identify cases where automated tracking was not successful so that an expert can manually intervene.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Automated tracking of early embryo development provides significant scientific and clinical benefits. Yet it remains difficult due to a multitude of challenges. Accordingly, our framework takes a data-driven approach which combines multiple features and their spatial and temporal contexts in a unified CRF model that leverages tracking-based and tracking-free portions. We have demonstrated automated tracking comparable to manual expert measurements with a 32.9% improvement over a purely tracking-free approach and a 25.6% improvement over a purely tracking-based approach. This data-driven approach outperforms a traditional particle filter by close to an order of magnitude. The evidence suggests that the tracking-based approach works best in the early stages of one and two cells, and the tracking-free approach brings new improvement at three cells and beyond, when the geometric model is less applicable. With this insight, we can further improve overall performance by leveraging and learning from more labeled data as it becomes available, and incorporating more sophisticated models. We can also leverage the probabilistic framework's output in the form of estimated marginal distribution over time to estimate a self assessment on the quality of the inference.
